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Response to the Joint Committee on Housing, Local Government & Heritage 

Meeting on Remediation of Dwellings damaged by the Use of Defective Concrete 

Blocks Bill  

23rd June 2020 

 

Submission by Dr. Martina Cleary PhD, MEd, MA  

Chairperson of Clare Pyrite Action Group 

Issues of concern arising within the ‘General Scheme of a [Remediation of Dwellings Damaged by 

Defective Concrete Blocks Bill 2022]’, circulated on 21st June 2020.  

 

Summary Issues of Concern: 

 

1. The damage threshold. 

2. Homeowner access to independent assessment and testing. 

3. Remediation options for pyrite and reactive sulphate damage. 

4. Regional resources and funding. 

 

 

Expansion: 

 

The Damage Threshold 

 

Based upon the Report of the Expert Group (16th March 2022) the rationale for the introduction of a new 

Damage Threshold is based on the premise that ‘Currently damage is not defined within SI.25 of 2020 

– Defective Concrete Blocks Regulations. This is a misleading claim as entry to the DCB grant scheme 

2020 does in fact have clear damage thresholds outlined within I.S. 465:2018+A1:2020. These existing 

damage thresholds include Groups 1-4, which are categorisations provided by qualified consultant 

engineers, as a basis for testing and remediation option recommendations. 

 

Further, it is highly questionable that only justification given for this alteration of the assessment and 

qualification regime, seems to be based upon “work by Mayo County council which… considers 

damage categorisations similar to those outlined in Subsidence in Low Rise Buildings, 3rd 

Edition (Institution of Engineers, 2000) and Digest 251-Assessing Cracks in House (Building 

Research Establishment, 1995)”. If these two publications, are the extent of the research conducted 

to alter an entire qualification protocol for a grant of such historic proportions, we need to seriously 

consider the understanding of what constitutes research in this situation. 
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The Expert Group is also of the professional opinion, that Mayo County Councils work is even more 

appropriate than the damage categorisation adopted by the Pyrite Remediation Scheme.  Again, what 

evidence supports this position?  

 

It is worth noting that the Testing and Categorisation protocol (NSAI 2017), IS 398-1 for Reactive Pyrite 

in sub-floor hardcore material, would also be inappropriate to assess damage related to Defective 

Concrete Block, as it relates to underfloor aggregates, rather than concrete block damage.  

 

The Working Group also “recommends that the damage threshold used should generally correspond 

to at least Group 2 in IS 465 with a certain level of crack widths.” The proposed wording is given below. 

 

 

 

However, this does not correspond to the current definition of Group 2 in the IS 465 Table 1 (below), 

which states “Pattern Cracking is present in at least one elevation” . Any sudden changes to this 

categorisation table, lacking a substantiated position, backed by solid research, is as unsound as the 

blocks in our crumbling homes. 
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Of great concern here, is that this changed assessment protocol, will be used as a means to deny or 

delay access to the Scheme. It will also exclude dangerously damaged properties, especially where 

e.g. 

 

- Pyrite damage is the main cause, as it is often manifesting differently to mica. Pattern cracking 

is not always 1.5mm, nor extensive. However, the damage beneath the render is proving ‘High 

or Critical Risk’, when core tested. The compressive strength of the block is gone. Blocks are 

rubble or disintegrating to dust behind the render. 

- In County Clare homeowners have also been advised to rake out and fill in cracks, cover with 

mesh and certain kinds of paint by local engineers, to keep rain out for as long as possible. 

These solutions are little more than cosmetic.  

- Only core testing reveals the true extent of the damage. However, under this new regime, 

homeowners will not qualify for core testing, if the property visually doesn’t look damaged 

enough. 
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- This leaves people trapped in structurally unsound properties, for indefinite periods of time. 

(Please refer to visual examples below).  

 

 

 

 

Example 1: Home in County Clare, with gable cracking recently covered with temporary filler and paint, to keep out 

rain, while waiting for decision on access to DCB. 
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True extent of the damage underneath this temporary covering. The chimney has also been taken down for fear of 

collapse.  
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Example 2: One of the properties core tested recently in County Clare and included in the submission to the Dept. 

Visually cracking is not 1.5mm.  Core testing however reveals classification of High and Critical Risk. 

 

 

 

 

(Note: extract taken from recent report compiled by Simon Beale & Associates and Petrolab.  

Further details available on request.) 
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Example 3: View of render where gaping hole revealing crumbling block and also cracking has been patched with 

temporary fill to keep out rain. Also results of core testing showing true condition of defective blocks taken from this 

and adjacent elevation. 
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Homeowner Access to Independent Assessment and Testing 

 

Due to the scale of our supplier, we know that certain engineers are not providing fully independent 

reports for impacted homeowners. We know of at least fifty reports e.g., which comes with a provision 

stating, 

“Please note that our report has been prepared solely for the confidential use of the Homeowners. Our 

report may not be used by any other party for any other purpose (e.g. legal action). ” 

When questioned about this recently by a solicitor, this engineer stated a “conflict of interest”, as his 

engineering company “does a lot of work” for our supplier. This is not a company we would trust to 

supervise core testing of our properties, due to this stated “conflict of interest”.  

It is not the only instance we have encountered, where independent assessment is in doubt. We have 

observed how testing conducted by certain companies, is consistently coming back as “inconclusive”. 

However independent labs in the UK have shown the “categoric and incontrovertible” evidence of the 

presence of above industry levels of deleterious materials in the block.  

We also have numerous examples of the supplier removing blocks from impacted houses in County 

Clare for testing, then refusing to disclose results to the homeowner. Or alternatively, where a 

homeowner has the means to pay for independent testing, and their lab results confirm pyrite damage, 

the supplier continues to maintain their own analysis proves the blocks are fit for purpose. 

For this reason, the ability to hire a consultant engineer and also a lab, that is fully independent is 

absolutely essential for homeowners, so they are neither blocked nor denied access to critical support 

in this situation. This was available in the previous scheme. It is being removed here, leaving 

homeowners vulnerable and without autonomy or the assurance of having experts working solely on 

their behalf. 

(Note: additional material can be provided here if requested). 

Remediation Options for Pyrite and Reactive Sulphate Damage 

In May 2022 Clare County Council submitted the most systematic, rigorous and detailed report compiled 

to date on the issue of DCB in any county in Ireland. This was part of the lengthy process stipulated by 

the Dept, to allow access for Clare to the DCB Grant Scheme. Assessment and testing conducted met 

and even exceeded the qualification regime of I.S. 465:2018+A1:2020. Technical and petrographic 

examination of properties in the county, cost in excess of €100,000. The results proved, the presence 

of reactive pyrite and sulphur content that consistently and significantly exceeds regulations and 

standards. 
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As noted by Petrolab, the concrete samples tested were also classified as High or Critical Risk, 

containing the “production of gypsum and secondary sulphates”. Importantly, the concrete here “must 

be considered unsound and displaying critical deterioration, primarily from oxidation of present sulphide 

minerals and production of further secondary sulphate minerals ”.  

Further, the presence of these deleterious materials,  evidence a “clear demonstration of the potential 

for future degradation of retained concrete blocks” and consideration of this “ should be taken by the 

Engineer when recommending remedial works”. All properties tested have above regulation levels, 

which will impact the long-term viability of keeping this defective material in place. Effectively this 

means, that where reactive pyrite and sulphate attack is present, the concrete will continue to 

deteriorate. This necessitates the full removal of these defective materials.  

In this context, recommendations from leading engineers for Option 1 – Demolition is justified. Leaving 

concrete products in place, which are in a state of reactive deterioration, is not a viable or financially 

sound option. 

The recommendation from our independent consultant engineer for all these properties is Option 1 – 

Demolition. This expert position, is supported by rigorous scientific and petrographic analysis. It is also 

supported by other leading engineers in the area who have consistently stated that Pyrite and Sulphate 

Attack of this nature, cannot be remediated.  

Demolition is the only viable option, particularly when considering full restoration of market value, 

insurability and the willingness of professional engineers to sign off on remediation under professional 

indemnity. 

(Please see below extracts from the report from both Simon Beale & Associates and Petrolab on a 

selection of the recent  properties tested in County Clare, with specific reference to Sulphur content.  

Further details available on request). 
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Regional Resourcing and Funding 

Current SCSI rates are based on rebuilding costs in the Northwest region, no calculations or 

consideration has been provided for Clare/Limerick. This is despite numerous requests made for 

clarification and points raised on this since Jan 2021. What is the Departments position on this? 

 

Provision has to also be made for a comparative regional resource centre, and community supports , as 

are being put in place for Donegal and Mayo. We already have cases in Clare of homeowners 

hospitalised due to the physical and mental health impacts of living in these defective homes.  

 

In relation to health impacts, we also have serious concerns on the presence of black mold manifesting 

within the interior of impacted homes. This includes within homes at all stages of deterioration. The 

health implications of this threat, far supersedes any abstract and unquantified notion of “acceptable 

levels of comfort” as noted in the (Expert Group Report, p.6). There is no justification for prolonged 

delays in keeping people in defective homes, with prolonged exposure to serious health risks. 
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Additionally, any proposed research into the problems presenting due to DCB, whether national or 

regional must be conducted in a transparent manner. This includes the selection process for the 

allocation of State funding for research. An example of concern in point, includes the Jan 2021 

announcement by the Dept of the Minister & GSI of a call for research projects on “Excessive amounts 

of pyrite and/or muscovite mica in concrete blocks”, and also “Excessive and reactive pyrite in sub floor 

hardcore material”.  

Of the €200,000 available for this research, only €50,000 was ever allocated. While several project 

proposals were submitted, only one project was given funding. This was to a company known to act as 

planning and environmental advisors to our supplier.  There is a serious problem here, if State backed 

research funding is being withheld and only awarded in favour of supplier interests. 

In conclusion, the extension of the DCB grant to County Clare must cover the entire county. The 

illustration (below) identifies the dispersion of  10 properties that were included in the recent submission 

by Clare County Council. Through ongoing research and fieldwork among the 90 homeowners 

registered with CPAG, I can state the problem is prevalent and widely spread throughout  the county.  

(More details can be provided if required). 

 

 


